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How Topage 2

To speed up data entry of Electronic Export Information (EEI) when exporting cargo or 
vehicles, there is a new wizard in the software. All the items in your shipment transaction 
are listed and grouped by VIN, part number, Schedule B, or description so EEI informa-
tion can be entered in batches. The total number of pieces per group is displayed in the 
“Pieces” column. The total weight and value is also calculated.   

When shipping vehicles, each vehicle is listed individually:

 
 
 

Streamlining EEI Default Data for Magaya VIN Decoder: 

You can save data entry time by entering default EEI information that all vehicles have in 
common by going to Maintenance > Configuration > US Customs. In the AES section of 
the screen, click the “Default EEI” button. This is a one-time entry task.

Click the “Default EEI” button. In the dialog box that opens, enter the Schedule B code 
for the vehicles and other data. For example, there are different codes for passenger 
vehicles, commercial vehicles of varying weights, diesel engine vehicles, and other types 
of vehicles. 

EEI Enhancements
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Only the necessary fields are active; the others are disabled in this screen. As a result, 
any vehicle entered will now have the field “Include in EEI” checkmarked automatically 
so that it will automatically be included in the EEI filing. The vehicle must have a valid 
Schedule B code. 

Save the information. Extra Info: If you want to perform some test shipments before 
sending real data to Customs, click the checkbox “Use Testing Environment.” When 
you’re done testing, be sure to uncheck this box. 

Ship Vehicles and Process the EEI in Batches:

Create an export shipment. Add the commodities:

• If the vehicle was received in a WR, select the WR to add the vehicle to the shipment.

• If the vehicle was not received in a WR, scan the VIN barcode with Magaya VIN De-
coder or manually enter the VIN. (If you configured default EEI data, it will populate in the 
Commodity dialog box.) 

To send the information to US Customs, click the Customs button on the Shipment Tool-
bar (option “Send EEI to AES”). The wizard displays the vehicles and any other cargo in 
the shipment. Items are grouped. To enter or edit Schedule B information, select multiple 
lines of different vehicles (press the Shift key and click items) and then click the “Edit EEI” 
button. The EEI dialog box appears. Enter the data needed and click OK. The ability to 
select multiple vehicles and edit them as a group helps to speed up setting EEI data that 
is common to all the vehicles. 

Now a checkmark appears in the column “Include EEI” for each item. Note: Select-
ing multiple lines can only be done with vehicles, not other cargo types. To enter batch 
information about another cargo type, click on the line and enter the details. All the items 
in that group will be updated because these items are already grouped and the quanti-
ties totaled. 

Extra Info: To reverse the action, click the “Reset EEI” button to return the information 
back to the way it was before. To view item details, click the “Details” button.

Click “Save & Next.” The next screen is a summary. Any item without a VIN, Schedule 
B, part number of description is displayed as “Unknown.” Verify it and then send it to 
Customs as usual. 

Handle Containers Continued 
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